
2023 Ladies Golf Committee

Committee Members

 Ruth Ross

 Jean Bastarache

 Ulrike Long

 Rose Theriault

 Cathy Hutchinson

 Carla Roberts

 Twila Hitchcock

Co-Chairs Val Curtis & Joan Hurst 



Personal Best 

Score Days



The first round of the “Personal Best Net Score” is 

Wednesday May 31st. 

• Sign up through Golf Genius for the Wednesday draw.

• Regular golf game played in accordance with the Golf 

Canada rules of golf …… no mulligans or gimmees!

• Pass in your scorecard and make sure to include your 

current handicap on the card.

• Your “net score” is your real score minus your 

handicap. We will keep track of your gross scores and 

your net scores.

• There are four Personal Best Score days scheduled and 

prizes for 1st and 2nd place are awarded at the end of 

the season for both gross and net, best three of four 

scores.

• If you are unable to golf in the draw on a Wednesday, it 

is possible to play a make-up game in the following 

Saturday draw.



Team Competition



This is a NEW competition for 2023!!

The Team Competition is an opt in competition for a $10 entry fee.

The competition will be played over 8 rounds on the days designated as “Personal 

Best” or Points” competitions. (Those unable to play Wednesday have the option to 

play on Saturday).

The number of teams will depend on the number of participants, probably three but 

possibly four. Teams will be sorted by handicaps.

Each week the two lowest gross scores and two lowest net scores for each team will 

be recorded. Results will be posted each week on the website. 

At the end of the season, the team with the lowest overall score will be the winner.

All members of the team will share the pot to be paid out in pro shop gift 

certificates. (i.e. with 3 teams the entry is $10 each and the winning team would 

receive $30 each)
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